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founder of Reos Partners, author of a
book in progress on active responses to
the destruction of cultures.
FORMERLY: Worked with Generon

Consulting on long-term projects
involving sustainable food supply
chains in North America and Europe,
child malnutrition in India, and
aboriginal relations in Canada.

Ithink the place to start is with context, which for me is in my
family more than anything else. Coming from a family where we’ve

been refugees forever, I’ve grown up with this sentence in my head that
no problem is really a problem.Ever since we’ve been kids, being upset
about a problem or despairing or being depressed has just been a
no-no.We were raised with an attitude that no problem is so big that
it should be overwhelming, and for the longest time that was never
really called into question. I think the last five or six years of work have
made me really look at this.

My ancestors’ and parents’ history is part of my personal history,
and every day I realize how much it’s shaped the work I do. That
might seem obvious, but it hasn’t been obvious to me. Both sets of my
grandparents lived in Calcutta and moved to East Pakistan in 1947
when Partition happened. That was the largest mass movement in
history. It was a traumatic event, and our family lost everything in that
move. And then in 1971 there was civil war between East and West
Pakistan, and then my family was on the Bangladesh side and they had
to flee to Karachi and again had to lose everything in the process.
And then my family lived in the Middle East in the 1990s, and we
basically had to flee from there in 1992 because my father had a
disagreement with one of the local rulers. It has become a strange
pattern, and we’ve carried a mindset or a set of beliefs that has come
with those experiences. I haven’t fully been able to explore what it all
means or how it has affected me, but I know that it’s there. I can see
it through the mist, but I haven’t cleared the mist away.

Working with Generon [a consulting firm that addresses
intractable social issues around the globe, where Hassan worked at the
time of our interview] has exposed me to situations that are very
complex and stuck at one level and increasingly traumatic, so the
work I’m getting increasingly involved with is around primary



trauma. How secondary trauma and trauma stewardship come up is
that we work with organizations where people have this suck-it-up
attitude. So as an organization we in turn work incredibly long hours
and have an incredibly demanding lifestyle of being on trains and
planes all the time, and while we’d have the conversation about what
is life balance, it never really resolved itself. For me the clarity came
during a project in India, where I was working on malnutrition. In
India as a team we re-created the sort of internal culture that Generon
had. It was the hypermasculine work ethic of you never complain,
you work 10 times as hard as you have to, and you never stop to pay
attention to that culture and what it’s doing to you.We re-created that
in the culture of that project, and everyone became exhausted and
wiped out all the time.The more tired people were, the less capable
they were of dealing with complex issues in any way.The last day of
this one series of three weeks was the single worst day I’ve ever had,
workwise. It broke down in the group and it broke down amongst us
and it was just awful.

I was debriefing that experience with one of my colleagues, and
I was telling her about how we take people on nature solos where
they go out into the woods alone. I told her how one of the guys had
been gone for an hour in his tent and then couldn’t be there alone,
and afterwards we found out he’d had a really difficult childhood and
teen years and a very traumatic past that he’d never dealt with.
She asked, “What provisions have you made for folks when trauma
surfaces at a psychosocial and at a personal level?” I realized we were
just really lucky that nothing bad happened with this man. Her
response was, “You can’t have someone commit suicide on your
project,” and that really shook me up. I realized that we were
unprepared and how much that was a reflection on our culture. I
reflected a lot on India and how different it could have been if we’d
paid attention to health for all of us. So for the last year I’ve been
working on consciously building in processes for health and wellness.

At Generon, we knew what health and wellness processes were
for, but only intellectually. In India, our thinking totally shifted
from “These are dispensable practices” to “These are indispensable
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practices.” If we want people working with empathy and care and to
do this well, we have to build in practices around health and trauma.
One thing that is becoming more and more important in our group
work is the idea of embodiment—how do we embody in the space
and in ourselves what we are doing? The problematic paradigms we
work with manifest themselves in the physical all the time.You can
work with them on the linguistic level—by talking about them—or
you can work with them on the physical level. I’m interested in how
we can shift these nonverbal paradigms that are the cause of systemic
problems. If you have a certain policy that doesn’t work or if you have
a bunch of buildings that don’t have windows, they are literal mani-
festations of what people believe are important and not important.

Another way is you actually shift the physical and see what impact
that has.This is the idea of embodiment on the physical level: How
do we carry ourselves, and how do our beliefs about health manifest
in the room? It’s a pretty uncomfortable thing for people to look at.
In my experience, people are happy to look at anything that is
outside the room. It’s easy to look at problems in other communities,
other practices. But to shift and look at ourselves—to look at how we
are contributing to this in the moment—that takes a lot of courage
and a lot of will.We typically think of systemic change as something
that is happening far away from us. But things don’t happen out there,
they happen in the room.We just don’t see them.

One experience I had came when we were doing a skit around
people’s lives in a community as part of a course. One of our
colleagues teaches bodywork and dance, and she sprang up and
said, “Let’s look at what is really happening here.” There was a guy
standing up lecturing a group of people who were representing the
community. She pointed out all the dynamics just in the placement of
people’s bodies.That was just a real insight into how power manifests
in the room as a result of how we use our bodies, and how changing
this can actually shift the power dynamics. One of the things we’re
tying into is that these power dynamics give rise to symptoms. “The
system is perfectly designed to produce the results it does”—I keep
hearing that quote.The frustrating part for me is that when you have
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a system that is producing a lot of trauma, people focus on that
trauma, and there’s very little attention focused on the source.What is
this system that is churning out so many people who are suffering?
I know there are not infinite resources, but if we could put even 10
percent of our resources into what is generating trauma, then we
could make a difference. Otherwise, I think we’re all going to just get
overwhelmed.

I’m learning that it is incredibly hard to manifest all this in your
own life.There is a huge burden of responsibility on the individual to
shift things, and of course that’s true—the individual is the first place
it starts. Still, it’s very, very hard to take responsibility for my own
health when the systems and the culture around me are designed to
provide minimal support for health.A terrific example is just trying to
find healthy food while traveling. I’ve found it really interesting to try
to shift my work patterns. For example, I have to travel a lot, and
there’s this expectation that I’m going to turn up even if I have to fly
across the Atlantic for just one day. I started saying,“I’m not going to
come.”The reaction I initially got from colleagues was anger, and I
really had to hold a line on that.They’d say,“It’s important that you’re
there, this is urgent.”And I’d have to say, “It’s important for you, and
I’ve got other priorities, unfortunately.” It’s hard to reprioritize your
health in a context where people think that suicide in a community
elsewhere is a bigger problem.

Understandably, people in the center of trauma feel there is
nothing more urgent, and in one sense there isn’t. But every conver-
sation is about saving the world, and every conversation is about life
and death. I just started saying no, you can’t approach it that way. I had
to realize that the world didn’t end because I wasn’t there. I think it’s
important to take a step back and ask, “Is it really necessary to be
there?” It feels really great to have someone say,“We want you to fly
across the Atlantic and be here,” and we all want someone to say that
to us, but it’s also an illusion.

We need structures around us that will support us. Instead of
working for an organization that can’t provide that structure, I’m
starting up my own organization. I’m trying to build in a healthy
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structure instead of grafting it on later. I’m a really strong believer that
the pattern is set at the beginning, and you live in a pattern.

Last year for me got really, really full, and as a result I didn’t have
time to just do nothing. One of the things I did in response to that
crazy year was I spent a week at home alone.That was hard and it was
really, really, really good. It was great just being able to be with myself,
to be comfortable with myself, and to allow whatever I wanted from
within me to emerge.The first couple of days are hard; we have so
much around us to distract us and there’s this attitude we have
toward inactivity. It’s a huge privilege to be able to cultivate being
with yourself, and it felt really grounding. So that’s one of the things
I’d like to do more regularly. I’ve been trying to take three days here
and a week there, and I just wake up and see what happens. That
generally works well. It’s not a formal practice, but just having space
makes a difference.To me, anyway.

Family is also a big part of it for me—being close to family and
being in family. Family provides me with a context for a lot of
learning and in some ways for building patience. The more we can
build patience internally, the more we can build patience for
complexity outside. It has been an interesting choice to live at home
and deal with my family on a day-to-day basis. I’d noticed that the
more my work affected me, the harder it was to be home. I’d turn up
for a week after a trip for work, and my parents would say,“You’re not
here.Where are you?” I’d say, “I’m right here,” and they’d say, “No,
you’re not.You’re not really here.” Ironically, my mom, who doesn’t
have any training in counseling and trauma, just sees through this
really clearly. She’s been calling this out for a long time. I think it’d be
amusing for her that I have had to go through all these experiences
and have all these professionals telling me what she’s been telling me
for a long time.

It’s indispensable, following these practices of caring for myself.
Even if they’re difficult, they’re indispensable. I just can’t do the work
I’m being called to do if I don’t.And if I really believe what I’ve been
saying about being present in the room, then I have to be present in
the room. It’s so easy to rush around and miss half the data.What you
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need to know is right there in front of you. If you’re exhausted and
uncoordinated and rushing around, you’re just going to miss it. It’s just
human biology—you’re just going to miss it.

My understanding of the work I’m doing has changed quite
dramatically. You have social situations that have not improved for
50 or 500 years, and you need to figure out how to do something
different. How do you support groups to choose a different pattern
from the one they’re in? I used to think this was about teaching new
skills—creation, innovation, etc. I realize now that the work is about
creating or opening a space and keeping it empty.What skills does it
take to hold a space open so that the wisdom that is already there
can come out? How can you be silent and sit with yourself and be
compassionate and patient? A lot of what fills space is concern and fear
and anxiety, and suspending those habitual reactions takes a lot of
work. Slowing down, knowing your own patterns, and knowing
what triggers you are a big part of that. On both a personal and an
institutional level, people are petrified of empty space. It’s like, fill the
space, fill the space.There’s a quote from Jung. Someone asked him,
“Do you think we’ll make it?” His answer was always the same:
“We will if we do our inner work.”4


